8o	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
above the frizzle of the radiator when the lorry stopped
was the single-note creak of insects in the heat. Silently,
troops of baboons paraded rump-high along the ledges
across the river, scouts squatting before and behind. In
small patches next the wide sandy channel natives kept dry
fields of mealies. It was so dry and hot that one could
almost hear the stalks crackle and break beneath their feet
as they walked slowly through the fields. Nothing bent
before the pressure of a light wind from Harrar—the mealie
leaves flapped stiffly like thin wood on hinges, the mimosas
which sprinkled the burnt grass over valley and mountain-
side maintained their shadeless rigidity. The earth was
scored with fissures, dry and burning to the touch, where
the sun had knifed the solid ground. The Ethiopians
behind began to drink water. Haji told me a marvellous
story about the guns which I found it too hot to remember.
Behind us was the Danakil plain, dry and serrated beyond
Diredawa, stretching without end north, east and west,
The sky looked yellow, transparent and cruel as a cat's-
eye above it. Over the Danakil levels, broken sometimes
by hard round hills of seeming rock, there were no clouds,
It was the same harsh sight that I saw again from the Galla
borderlands near Dessye—a tangled unromantic pattern of
all the colours that give no relief, from dirty white through
dull yellow and brown to dingy purple, exposed in pitiless
detail and leaving no impression but an inward heat. Over
these bones of the world wheeled a few lean-necked birds
without eyelids.
There are sudden changes on the road to Harrar. In
fifty-six kilometres you climb 2,500 feet. You rise to the
fresh air of the Harrar upland—the broken plateau of the
Harrar-Gue, rich in fruit, corn and cattle, where a city has
existed, and ruled itself, on a trade with Arabia for hundreds
of years. Harrar was once the greatest slave and coffee
staple of the Red Sea world. You find a culture quite
separate from that of the people round Diredawa, or that
of any unit in Ethiopia.
The gate to this new world used to be made of two pieces
of corrugated iron, supported by two wooden posts and
kept rather unwillingly together with a rusty padlock,
I believe the Italians have demonstratively knocked it clown,
The iron was marked " Wolverhampton."

